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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton, California 95204

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

"We are looking for UOP stu- learn about the world outside of
lents who have a sincere inter- the hospital. (If any student is
st in the community of Stock- interested in this, he should call
on. We dont want those who the State Hospital at 466-9061.)
;ive their services only to say
Callison students are also
hat they have been involved in working at McKinley High
ommunity affairs. There is a School organizing after - school
>ig need for students who ac- programs in areas such as crea
I ually care," says Leonard Fos- tive dance, art and music. Some
md ""'"I er, director of the Negro ghetto students are observing the rela
E woii
B)! , irganization, "Project Identity."
tionship between Stockton po
THE SEA"
J These are the facts: Stockton lice and the community. Others
e
are observing the local govern
4 «u*i Is the eighth most impoverished
Wity in the nation. San Joaquin ment of Stockton.
I bounty is the sixth most illiterPROJECT IDENTITY
lite county in the US. South
Students interested in racial
I Stockton students receive only relations in Stockton should get
lhe equivalent to a tenth grade
involved with Project Identity.
I ducation by the time they grad- This program is initiating a tu
liate from high school.
tor program to help Negro youth
to be better prepared for college.
Do you give a damn?
There are many ways in which UOP students who can help give
[he University Of The Pacific vocational training are needed.
itudent can show that he If you can't tutor or give train
hoes give a damn. It is not too ing in a vocation, why not help
late to join programs which are repair the building and paint it?
orking to ameliorate the social
The student benefits from this
program by being directly invol
iroblems of Stockton.
Professor Byron who teaches ved with the Negro youths on a
In the sociology department personal level. Students may
give their time on a weekly bas
6543 MP 'welcomes all UOP students to is convenient to their schedules.
477-B loin the 'Karl Holten' and 'C.H.
en in
p. projects,' which he heads. Interested students should call
ICE B. tt
These two projects, begun in '64, 'Project Identity' at 466-5496 or
ft re so successful that they are talk to Stan Stevans at the Y.
ow nationally known. Professor
TUTORING
Jiyron brings students to these
Students who dont feel they
jwo boys detention centers.
have enough time to do com
Students joining in this pro munity work should consider tu
ject go to CHO and Carl Holten toring in South Stockton. One of
rom 4:30 to 8:30 on either Wed- the benefits of tutoring is that
lesdays or Thursday. They con it takes as little as one and one
verse with the wards, eat dinner half hours a week. "In order to
vith them and. get to know make this program a success,
ihem as individuals. There has we must have many partici
jen much evidence that UOP pants," states Stan Stevans.
udents have helped to improve Students should contact Stan
le mental condition of the right away.
Raymond College has initiat
REWARDS
ed several projects. Students
What does the student get from Raymond have been work
rom working on these projects ing at Project Identity since
besides a feeling of personal school began for them in late
Achievement? A student can re August. They will begin tutoring
vive units. 12 former students high school students under a
if UOP now hold jobs working program of Delta College which
or the Welfare Department, will enable students who do not
'heir experience helped them to have a diploma, but who have
ibtain these jobs. If you are in been tutored, to attend classes
terested, see Professor Byron at Delta.
In. Bannister Hall.
INMATES
Eighty - six freshmen from
Some
Raymond
students are
allison have been working in
:ervice projects in Stockton. playing chess with the inmates
Their experience helped them of the County jail. Leslie Noble
,o prepare themselves for India: of Raymond says that "every
hey learned to observe, analyze, UOP student should see the in
nd cope with situations which humane way in which the inmatr
re unfamiliar with them," ac- es are forced to live.'
There is a need for both male
»rding to one Callison College
and female students to partici
>rofessor.
Callison students are involved pate in a project called "Pals."
various projects which are Students are neded to take im
J pen to all UOP students, such poverished children who dont
is 'Project Identity' and 'Head have a chance to get out of their
Start.' Many students are work- poor environment to such plac
ng at the Stockton State Hos- es as Pixie Woods and the li
brary. This program has been
>ital.
Each is assigned to a patient carried out successfully before•rhey try to help the patient and the children love it! Sound

f

I
K

interesting? Contact Mrs. Tonie
Nathe at the San Joaquin De
partment of Public Assistance,
466-5231.

SENATOR KNOWLAND

China, Pot, and Politics
by Georgia Truffini

The UOP Public Affairs Insti
tute has as its guest Monday,
former Senator William Knowland, politician and Editor of the
TERMINOUS
Oakland Tribune.
Terminous is a Mexican - Am
Senator Knowland was elected
erican community fifteen miles to the Legislature when he was
north of Stockton which is in still in his early twenties and
need of volunteer service. "The was a Senator before he reached
more volunteers, the more po- thirty.
ple we can reach," says Susan
He was first the majority and
Anderson who is working a sec then minority leader in the Sen
ond year at Terminous. Volun ate. He was the last cross filer
teers of Terminous form the for the Senate in 1954.
staff of Emanuel Chapel, an Epi
Knowland served as senior
scopal mission.
Senator when Richard Nixon was
They do such things as work junior Senator.
in Study Hall tutoring, "Boy
A panel of four students and
Scouts," a grade school club and the audience directed questions
a teen club. Volunteers for Study to Senator Knowland on the
are especially needed as well as government, war, Communism,
more transportation. Call Mrs.
Harris, director of the Termin and laws.
The first question posed was:
ous program at 465-9914 if you
"What
is the relationship be
would like to help.
tween the president and Con
The Anderson Y has offered gress, and it is true that the
an Anderson 'Big Brother Pro
has great influence
gram' for many years now. Stu president
over the Senate and Congress?"
dents who have participated in
Senator Knowland answered,
this program have found satis
faction from helping their "Lit "Congress is a coordinate, not a
tle brothers." Each male stu subordinate branch of govern
dent receives a "little brother," ment. The balance of power
who is often underprivilidged averages out. The President does
and a potential delinquent, of have federal power, but the pow
er of patronage doesn't controll
the junior high school level.
Congress or the Senate."
BIG BROTHERS
He went on to say, "What is
In order to be a Big brother morally wrong can't be political
there are many requirements. ly right. A politician must vote
You must be willing to spend for what he believes is right."
two consecutive years with your
The Senator was then asked:
"little brother" and be prepared "Should we recognize Red China
to spend five hours a week with as a representative of the Chin
him. Those interested should see ese, and where do we stand in
Stan Stevans in the Y.
the face of the Communist men
Parks and the Recreation De ace?"
partment need volunteers to aid
"A two China recognition
in dance, sports, and arts and wouldn't work," said the Sena
crafts programs. They are par tor.
ticularly interested in those with
"We can never deal in abso
a special skill. If you are interes lutes in other country relations.
ted call John Levy at 462-8495.
It is hoped that the U.S. and
If you do care about people, the Communists could hit a neu
about your college environment, tral and understanding ground
then become involved in a pro in what we are both trying to
ject. There are many programs achieve.
"We should not, however, beand one will be right for you.

NEW CINCH NOTICE
POLICY
they don't know their students

The date for the relase of
cinch notices is almost here. But
dont worry — that topsy-turvy
feeling will only come but once
this semester.
The Faculty Council announc
ed a reduction in the number of
times cinch notices will be dis
tributed during the semester.
The former policy was changed
to the release of notices only
once a semester instead of twice.
This change was recommended
by the Academic Regulation
Committee.
The faculty agreed that by the
end of the first six week period
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and had had no time for tests.
Dean Betz commented on a fur
ther element. He said, "If the
students are given cinch notices
too early, they tend to personal
training." Dean Betz was an avid
supporter to the change.
If notices were released later
in the semester failing notices
would not be of any value, for
the damage has already been
done.
The notices will be released on
November 20. And now that that
time comes but once a semester,
it may be worthwhile to give it
some attention!

come enamored with 'peace at
any price.'"

One question asked that of
interest to many students was:
"Do you forsee the legalization
of marijuana in the future?"

The Senator said that he was
not an expert on "pot" but if
the majority came to back its
legalization, that it was possible.
The Senator proposed two al
ternatives to the electoral col
lege. One was that the electors
in the state be devided propor
tionally to the amount of popu
lar votes received.
The second alternative was
that the person who carried the
state would be alloted two Sena
tors and the other people would
be elected by Congressional dis
tricts.
"To change the electoral col
lege would take an amendment,"
he said, "which would be an ob
stacle. A n o t h e r a r g u m e n t
against the change is that large
states would ride roughshod over
the smaller ones."
Senator Knowland also believ
es that the voting age should be
lowered to the age of eighteen.
The Senator, unlike many peo
ple in politics, gave direct and
honest answers to the questions
directed to him.
Scholarships

Four Named
For Danforth
Competition
Four Pacific Students have
been nominated to complete for
the 1969 Danforth Graduate Fel
lowships. The students; Karen
Lystra of Raymond, Steve Brydon, Religion and Philosophy.
COP, Patrick O'Bryon, German,
COP, and Tom Wilson, philoso
phy, COP, were chosen by the
UOP's Danforth Committee.
The fellowships, offered by the
Danforth Foundation of St.
colleges in the United States,
recent graduates of accredited
Louis, are open to seniors or
who have a serious interest in
college teaching as a career, and
who play to study for a Ph. D.
in a field common to the under
graduate college.
Danforth Graduate Fellows
are eligible for four years of fi
nanoial assistance, with a maxi
mum annual living stipend of
$2400 for single Fellows and $2,
950 for married Fellows, plus
tuition and fees. Dependency al
lowances are available. Finan
cial need is not a condition for
consideration.
Juniors who wish to compete
for the Danforth Fellowships for
their senior year, should contact
Dr. Briscoe, 220 Phillips, for fur
ther information.
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Our Advertisers Say
The

Skimeister
145 West Alder

465-6307

"Near Stockton Theatre"

only
Ski Specialist
call the Sno-Phone
for latest information
465-6317
A VERY HAPPY HOMECOMING
TO U.O.P.

(1947-1967)
of the NARANJADO
May Be Purchased for $5 Each
Between 12-2, 4-6 p.m.

RECORDS
GUITARS
AMPS
POSTERS
MUSIC LESSONS

Saturday afternoon
3rd Floor, North Hall

All Your Musical Needs
PACIFIC
2312 Pacific

MUSIC
948-0774

SIEVERS
PHARMACY

Glavinic's

SEA FOOD GROTTO

Corner
WILSON WAY & MAIN ST.
FREE DELIVERY
Telephone 466-5676
Open Mon. to Fri. 9 to 9
Saturday 9 to 7
Sunday 9 to 2
Richard Giambruno
Howard Brutsche

V2 mile south of U.O.P.

WE ALSO SERVE MEAT DISHES
AND SANDWICHES
Open 7 days a week

1904 Pacific Ave.

Homecoming Weekend
SATURDAY & SUNDAY ONLY
"BAKED HAM SPECIAL"
vegetable, potato, hot roll, butter
hot coffee with dinner.
$1.25
Bring the whole family!

DICK'S HOF BRAU
Looks like a bicycle and operates at full
pedal or full throttle with the flip of
a lever. 180 m.p.g!

West Lane

Harding Way

TOM HOWARD'S SPORT CYCLERY

1447 N. El Dorado at Hording

464-8615

Welcome To Homecoming
ALUMNI

WHY NOT

BE A SPONSOR OF THE 1969 NARANJADO!
A $10.00 DONATION WILL
list your name in a Special Section of
the NARANJADO for the recognition of Sponsors.
A $25.00 DONATION WILL ALSO
entitle you to a copy of the 1969 NARANJADO

Holiday Inn of Stockton
ENJOY THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE
AND LOUNGE

DANCING

NIGHTLY

SEE

at the Naranjado Office

3rd Floor - - North Hall - - Phone 464-8743

RIP THE INDIANS!!

^ r:30 p.m.-Torchlight parade from cluster college
area to Greek Theatre
Bonfire on the levee
f:30 p.m.-Rally in Conservatory
Coronation of the Homecoming Queen
Quartet Contest
Songleaders and cheerleaders
Music by Jack Scam Band
10:00 a.m.-Homecoming Parade
2:00 p.m.-Game: UOP vs. Stanford
) - 1 a.m.-Homecoming Dance at Scottish Rite
Temple, Music by Jim Burgett,
straight from Tahoe

"I MY 6U*<J—JUST WHAT WT> OP INDIANS /S pacific

US FOR?!
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THIS IS THE
THING.

QUEEN COMPETITION

Becky Fiese
Kappa Alpha Theta

Kathy Greenway
Delta Delta Delta

by Georgia Truffini
No Homecoming would be
complete without a Queen and
her court to preside over the
activities. The Queen Contest
is an integral part of Homecom
ing each year.
Each women's living group
submits the names of two girls
in the Homecoming Queen Con
test, with the exception of Coveil Hall which can submit six.
Twenty - three girls were nom
inated to represent the living
groups on campus this year. The
judges choosing ten semi-final
ists were selected from each
men's living group. These judg
es first interview and choose the
ten girls.
The semi-finalists chosen this
year are: Becky fiese and Linda
Johnson from Kappa Alpha The
ta; Ann Lowry from Eiselen;
Janine Ladoto from Delta Gam
ma; Kathy Greenway from Tri
Delta; and Susan Cooperriedr,

Chris Day, Jeanette Briggs, and
Kathleen McCarl from Covell.
Last Tuesday these ten girls
were taken to lunch at the Is
lander where they were again
interviewed. This time by a pan
el of four Judges. The judges
are alumni of Pacific.
At this luncheon the girls
were rated on poise, personality
and overall appearance. Of the
ten girls, one has been chosen
homecoming queen, and three
have been chosen to preside as
her court.
The finalists from whom the
Queen and her court will be
chosen at tonight's rally are:
Jeanette Briggs, Sally Lee, Ann
Lowry, Kathy Greenway, and
Becky Fiese.
People often ask: "What is the
importance of homecoming?"
Chauncy Veatch, chairman of
the queen contest answers:
"Homecoming is the opportunity
for the entire student body to

become involved on different
levels."
The Queen, the Game, the Pa
rade, the Rally, and the Dance
are all an important part of the
tradition of Homecoming and
also an important part of the
tradition of UOP.

The Theme Change

Impossible Dream?
-NOPE!

by Gail Berberian

The statements given to the
Pacifican showed the teams
varying and definite reactions
to the original theme:
Right line-backer Dan Drew
was indignant. "It's a slap in
the face!" He said the team had
shown improvement and the
theme was certainly not appro
priate.
John Morello, also a right line
backer, was rather disappoint
ed in spirit of the student body
after the team's improved per
formance. He announced: "Be
cause of the lack of spirit at the
games, we only care about our
selves now."
Ted Leland, tackle, asserted
that: "The theme doesn't mean
much." He went further by say
ing that the team knows it will
crush Stanford, theme or no
theme.
Star kicker Steve Schroeder,
agreed: "We know we can beat
Stanford, so the theme is mean
ingless."
Quarterback Mickey Ackley
stated simply: "Nothing is impos
sible. The team has been win-

ning and will beat Stanford. The
important think is for the stu
dents to become interested in
having the wining attitude that
the players now have."
Bob Adams, co - captain, re
marked: "Our record shows we
can give Stanford a good game.
We have confidence in ourselves
and the student body should
have confidence in us, too."
Coach Scovil made a final
statement: "They've been im
proving and they want to go
into the game with a winning at
titude. They have pride and they
don't want to represent Pacific
in that negative manner."
As a result, "The Impossible
Dream" was replaced by "Born
to be Wild." The coach as well
as the rest of the team feel that
the new theme "Born to be
Wild" conveys their desire to
massacre the Indians. It also
seems to promote an incentive
for students to become more
spirited.
On Saturday, November 16, the
Tigers hope to look up at the
stands and see the 100 percent
support they know Pacific can
give.

Sally Lee
Grace Covell Hall

Ann Lowry
Eiselen House

Jeanette Biggs
Grace Covell Hall

The
Parade

BAND TO MASS

The 13th annual High School
Band Day will be held on the
University of the Pacific cam
pus of Homecoming weekend..
Parade competition will begin
in the morning at 10:00. Eigh
teen bands will compete for the
trophies during the parade as
they march past the reviewing
stand on Pacific Avenue.

Pacific's first Homecoming Pa
rade in the Fall of 1950 was led
by Chancellor Tully c. Knoles,
riding atop his favorite horse,
"Ole." Bringing up the rear of
the parade, representing a dar
ingly new idea for parade extra
vaganzas, was a ilve, 450 pound
Benal cat, Tommy Tiger!
Instituted in 1950 as a Fall
activity comparable to the tra
ditional Mardi Gras Parade, Pa
cific's first Homecoming Parade
marched the two miles along
Pacific Avenue with over 2,000
participants in the march, and
30,000 spectators looking on.
The Homecoming parade on
October 21 of that special year
had its entries floats of mer
chants as well as the COP loving
groups. The 1950 Naranjado re
ported the event: "Waves of Col
lege-Community god will spilled
into the central valley.'

11-15

STANFORD VS COP—1953
"

0
Sta nford

20
269

20
152

113

^ -jq

22
10

23
in

5

3

3-]

40.4

1st
7

A massed band performance
will take place during half-time.

HOMECOMING

• She is 36 years old.
• She subsequently resided
with a Pasha in Morocco
for 20 years.
• She was restored by Dave
Fulmer — (oddly enough,
father of the Pacifican's
Entertainment Editor).
Watch for her this Saturday.

Quart.'.

1,000.

doit...

Our Entry ...

Total first downs
Yards gained rushing
Yards gained passing
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Punts
Punting average

The bands will be judged on
appearance, marching, and mu
sic. There are to be twelve bands
from class A high schools, those
whose enrolled exceeds 1,000.
There are to be six bands from
class B High Schools, those
whose enrollment is less than

2nd
'2
6

3rd
7
0

4th Total
6
25
7

20

Yes, it all begins today — &ut
for many of Pacific students it's
just beginning to end — ®
preparation that is — the hours j
of work, coordination, and loyal
ty to the living group, the foot
ball team, the University"
YOU!
And what is the point of a|'
this? A very significant one. Ks (
the time when the old cliche
"student apathy" becomes ver)
trite. It's a time when this "cius
tered" school becomes some
what of a "university," aI)1
looks toward one common S
Homecoming.
For the football team its
even more — it's beating Stat
ford, it's six straight, it's a W
for the Pasadena Bowl.
For the Pacifican, it's provifl
ing a Homecoming Section dew
cated to your preparation, y°u
football team, your weekend.
—BEV BENNET'
HOMECOMING SECTI<»
EDITOR
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SPORTS

PACIFICAN
Basketball

Varsity Preview
by Pete Jensen
There are a few people on the
athletic scene at Pacific that
deserve mention; sixteen basket
ball players to be exact. Practice
has been grinding on now for
nearly three weeks and the day
of the first game draws closer.

The people who will determine
what happens follows.
Tom Jones, a junior center
from Danville, Ca. is back to
assert his claim to being one of
the best big men in the WCAS.
Last year he led the Tigers in
the scoring columns with a 17
point average and anchored the
front line's rebounding strength.

Basketball is a strange sport
at Pacific. It just doesn't seem
to fit in, mainly because it's "big
Pat Foley, although only 6'5",
-time." Football is pleasingly not already has the reputation as
able, yet the coast remains domi being the toughest forward in
nated by USC, UCLA and vir the league. Pat plays a defen
tually all of the PAC 8 teams sive game that has him draw
devour the column space in ma opponent's leading scorers in an
jor urban newspapers. At the effort to stifle them offensively
rate the program is coming —which he does consistently. He
along there might be something should also be one of the team's
here of note in a few years. Bas leading scorers—if pre-season
ketball, on the other hand, is scrimmages are any indication.
Bill Strieker, the Horatio Alger
established. So established that
the team has already achieved a, of college basketball, will be one
national ranking of sorts in the of the strongest forces in the
top twenty, all this before the WCAS. Last year as a sophomore
he made his presence known
season has even begun.
with several prodigious scoring
Most pre-season recognition is outbursts toward the end of the
based on past achievement and season.
achievements are little short of
National individual recognition
amazing at Pacific. Two years
ago few had heard of Pacific from last year belongs to Fred
outside of coaching circles in Carpenter, 6'5" guard from Torrence, Calif. Fred, while scoring
regards to basketball.
15pts a game, finished third
Virtually no one, including nationally in free-throw percen
most Californians, had even tages, an accomplishment rank
heard the name UOP mentioned ing him among the best shooters
in any context. Suddenly a team, in the nation.
representative of this tiny clus
So far the offensive power of
ter of buildings in the vastness
of the central valley, was going this year's team should frighten
to the NCAA regionals. What a few opponents. Last year UOP
often had trouble getting unHappened?
tracked—Coach Edwards feels
Credit goes to Coach Dick Ed that this will be overcome with
wards quite naturally. Records what may be described as a
speak for themselves; Pacific "perpetual fast-break." UOP will
didn't win before, Pacific won run and never stop running if
afterwards. That's rather simple. the game permits. Such a stra
Thanks also to an enlightened tegy will open numerous scor
recruiting program inaugurated ing opportunities that never
by Edwards we entered the present themselves in a control
Swaggerty - Krulish era. The game.
team went undefeated in the
Backing up the established
WCAC for two years and sudden
ly found themselves on the door talent is Robbie Dewitt, a start
step of UCLA. First they wiped er last year who consistently
their feet on defending national scored in double figures while
champions Texas Western and alternating between guard and
then played the Bruins. They forward. This year he will be
lost. Everyone loses to Lew, but played exclusively at forward.
there was something different
Two new faces to Pacific bask
about this game; it was a game,
etball will play for the first time
not a typical rout of UCLA op
in the persons of John Phillips
ponents. Past History. People
and Mike Crawford. John and
still remember, though. Sports
Mike, who both transferred here
writers still remember.
last year, have gone through
Everyone keeps an eye open the mandatory red-shirt period,
for another team to come out and have performed well in
of Pacific that will pull some practice.
thing equally surprising.
The competition is intense . .
This is the year. That's what it becomes impossible to say
people think. Last year the team enough about everyone on the
was virtually all sophomores and team. Every position remains
finished, probably due to inex open and Coach Edwards feels
perience, a respectable 17-9. that all players will see a tre
Everyone is back and the inex mendous amount of playing
perience, which now formerly time this year. The balance is
may have been a little prevalent, remarkable. It is quite possible
resides now only in the sopho that balance will be the very
mores new to the team. All is factor that gives Pacific the
now well-founded anticipation. championship once again.

Tigers Check
Gauchos 27-21

by Roger Nadel
There was an abundance of
fireworks in Santa Barbara last
Saturday night, as the Universi
ty of the Pacific Tigers explod
ed for 20 points in the first half,
then held off a valiant effort by
the UCSB Gauchos to preserve
a 27-21 victory.
The story of this game can be
partially summed up in one
word — defense. The defensive
line, led by Bob Heinz, Mike
Siegfried, Steve Simondi, Kevin
Shea, and Ted Leland, along
with help from linebacker John
Morello, held the Gaucho run
ning attack to a mere 36 yards
for the entire game. In doing so
they had to stop men such as
Tom Broadhead, who had been
averaging nearly 90 yards per
game rushing.
The defensive backs were not
as successful as the linemen, as
the two Gaucho quarterbacks
passed for 236 yards and two
touchdowns. They will have to
be prepared for the likes of
Gene Washington and Mark
Marquess of the Stanford tribe,
who are both very capable re
ceivers. Defense has been stres
sed a great deal this week and
with another good showing by
that squad, the game will be
quite interesting.
The remainder of the game
can be described with another
word — offense. In the first
half the offensive team piled
up 18 first downs, an amazing
feat. They added 9 more in the
second half for an admirable
total of 27 first downs. Unlike
the UCSB team, the Tigers made
the most of the running game,
as they compiled 337 yards on
the ground, and 143 yards via
the pass.
Just as the defense deserves
praise, so does the offensive line.
Line coach Smith singled out
center Tom Surbridge and guard
Andy Gerasimou for their excel
lent performances in leading
the running attack. They led the
way for such gains as Mick Ackley's 67 yard touchdown run,
with less than one minute gone
in the game, and runs totaling
101 yards by A1 Namanny. One
of the most exciting plays of the
game was a 55 yards pass to
Jack Morrison, who was brought
down on the 10 yard line.
Rand Bergstrom accomplish
ed the bulk of the passing, and
ran the team for 3 quarters. He
completed 9 passes in 17 at
tempts, for a .529 showing. In
addition, he netted 69 yards
rushing. In short, he did an ex
cellent job in coming of the
bench cold.
UCSB quarterback Jim Cur
tice, under the direction of head
coach Jack Curtice (daddy), pul
led off one of the most explo
sive plays of anybody's career,
as he pitched to his halfback!
Broadhead, who in turn faked a

There's a road to Paradise east of Chico. It climbs slightly
from the highway, encountering the hills almost immediately, axy
then follows a river bottom for several miles until it crosses the
bridge just upstream from the old covered bridge that stretches!
only halfway across the water. Beer cans are everywhere about the I
old span, yet it retains a bucolic rusticity. Litter seems to common
place now one hardly even sees it. There must be bats in the rafters
because I shivered slightly. I always shiver when bats are about,
ever since the night I was camped near Quincy in Lakes Basin and
a cloud of bats squeeked overhead, silver-black in the moon. I v
frightened then.
I spent a long time watching the water through the well-spaced
beams until dizzy and then walked back to the car. I was barefoot
and hobbled in the gravel. I sat in the car and watched a yellow
leaf heavy with Fall slide down the windshield. I felt like asking it
what it had seen since the last spring but was afraid it might
answer.
Up the road, if you bake the fork to the left at the bridge, i
a cemetary. It is a very disappointing place to some because there
aren't thousands of people buried there. Only a few worn head
stones in a foot of leaves on a slope below the bluffs. I was with a
girl who had never been in a cemetary and we walked about and
looked for my grandfather of a century ago. He left his family in
Wisconsin in '47 and wrote twice about Indian attacks and such
and then disappeared, last letter postmarked Sacramento. He pros
pected the foothills ail his life probably, never finding anything but
a few grains of wealth. "Gone but not forgotten." We didn't find
him. What would I do if I did?
We drove back towards the river and I parked the car near i
huge mountain of hydraulic mining reiuse. Later, wading in the
river, the water was so cold I thought I would lose my toes.
I spend the rest of the afternoon sitting on a grassy bank
above a deep pool reading Beowulf and listening. Listening.

(Sports Facility Times)
Swimming Pool
Gymnastics in
Sports Pavilion
Weight Room
Tennis Courts
Main Gym
Bike Riding
Badminton

MWF: 12-2 p.m.
Sat. and Sun.: 1-5 p.m.
MTWTH: 4-5:30 p.m.
TWTH; 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Whenever not in use by classes
Whenever not in use by classes
Informal basketball play
whenever gym not in use by
varsity or classes
On your own!

Gym Floor

Handball

TTH: 11-12 noon
Sign up for court reservation in

Knoles Field

Jog, Jog, Jog!!!

Gym Office
run and passed to Curtice for a
26 yard scoring play. However,
when the play was again called,
Ted Leland was right on top of
Curtice to prevent any more
"tomfoolery" by the Gauchos.

4th OF JULY REVISITED
In addition to the fireworks
exploded by the Tigers, the
Gaucho halftime show let off
some dandies. A complete show
of fireworks highlighted the ac
tivities during intermission, and
was probably the best sort of
show that could have been put
on at an intercollegiate contest,
considering the importance of
the game.
S t a n f o r d University enters
this game with a a 4-3-1 record,
but that is highly deceiving.
They lost to USC, the nation's
number one team, by only 3
points, and that was when their
place kicker was injured. They

are also coming off a 35-20 win
over the University of Washing'
ton, in which the Indians l°st
the leading quarterback in ®
Pacific Eight Conference, Ji®
Plunkett.
The fact is — the football
team will be up for this ga®£
like they have been for no other
(contrary to what Utah Stat®
may tell you, with the Aggi£
Rag, or whatever they call their
paper,) and would very mucH
like to bring in a HomecomW
victory. As I've said almost ever!
week, it is possible, but not wi®'
out the support of the studetf
body. The game begins at 2:0"
p.m.
Before I end this, I'd also l$e
to mention that there was a dis
tinct correlation between the of
ficials and the smell of manur£
in the newly - planted grasS
around the UCSB Stadium. TheJ'
both stunk.
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BEAT STANFORD!
with sheer brute force and, when you're least expecting it. they
throw the bomb to their fine receiver, Gene Washington. (Just
possibly thebest receiver on the coast.)

rI

SPECTRUM OF SPORTS

Its Homecoming Week. The floats are being readied—all that
crepe and tissue paper, all that chicken wire and those boards, all
that work to whose house or dorm will win the honors.

The workers busy themselves with the pomp and ceremony of
• the Big Game Week. There's a lot at stake for all those houses and
; c% •dorms. They have put a tremendous amount of effort and pride
• into their projects. So, too, have the Pacific Tigers.
St,

It seems as though the whole season has been in anticipation
tdCf lof this game. If Pacific pulls through with a win it will make the
ntlie [season 7-2. That would be the best season in a great, great while.
s art iThe win over Stanford would be a great, great win.
Some give the team very little chance of winning. Some say
•Pacific can and will beat the Stanford Indians. No matter what
I ^ anyone says, though, in the final analysis the outcome of the game
•M will have been decided by each of the team members. The amount
•« of Pride they possess will determine the winner.
Pride. It's a very personal thing. You either have it or you
• don't. It is the one thing that keeps you going when your legs are
ll30 WealC fr°m running and your body is so beat from hitting that
you feel like laying down in the cool, inviting grass and letting
those mothers ran right over your back.
It is Pride that makes you stay in a game when you feel like
limping to the sideline because some 250 pound tackle just blind
I sided you and your guits are so twisted up from loss of air and
pain that you can't remember your next assignment.
Pride grows when a club comes together and beats a team like
Miami of Ohio or Utah State. Pride gives a team the capacity to
beat a team like Stanford.
Stanford is big! I don't mean just the school—I mean the play
ers as well. They are big and they are physical. They come at you

Stanford gave USC a very rought time before finally bowing
to the Trojans 27-24. That's a pretty fair score when you consider
that USC happens to be Numero Uno in the nation. There is just no
getting around, baby, these people are simply studly.
Before you play in a game like this one you ask yourself a
thousand questions. Suddenly you have doubts about not onlv your
ability, but the ability of the whole damn squad! You think to
yourself, "What the hell kinda chance do we have against these
guys? Man, they're Pacific Eight-that's BIG TIME." Then you start
remembering little things. You recall some of those great runs by
Cornman, Ackley, Camy, Rogers, and Namanny. You unconsciously
recoil when you think of the mad violence of Redmond, Heinz,
Morello, and Surbridge. The doubts start to fade and the confi
dence comes back. Sure, baby, they're BIG TIME, but just what the
hell are we? 6-2 ain't too bad no matter whose ball you're playing
with!
The doubts are gone. The Pride remains. The scurry and the
hustle of the students amidst the gold and flame colors of autumn
remind you of the tremendous responsibility you have not only to
yourself, but your school.
The notes of the fight song really start to reach you.
You don't feel even a bit self-conscious for being a Red-blooded
American Boy. You're just a little bit proud of it. The whole week
has been involved in this Homecoming thing. You realize that
ultimately the whole bag revolves around you. Baby, you just gotta
win!
Rudy Redmond, defensive back and co-captain for the Univer
sity of Pacific Tigers, has been honored by his invitation to the
Senior Bowl in Mobile, Alabama Jan. 1. The information came by
telegram to Coach Doug Scovil from Coach Don Faurot of Mis
souri. In light of this great honor being bestowed upon the "Rude
One" (the Senior Bowl features the very best of the collegiate crop)
some of those pessimistic fans may be able to sleep better Friday
night.

"Lookin'For Adventure - - And Whatever Conies Our Way"

:

f

I

Clockwise from top-middle;
Morrison.

Mickey Askley, All Namanny, Charles Alexander, K. C. Mead, Mike Siegfried, Bob Heinz, Rudy Redmond, Bob Adams, and Jack
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San loaquin at Weber — 2323 Pacific

Like to meet a rich giri?

What better place to meet a rich girl
than in a bank? It's only natural.
Why don't you come over and look
around. We can't promise anything,
but you never know.
And while you're there, look into some of
the financial services you'll be needing.
If you'll comedown any timeduring
the next few weeks, we'll have
something extra for you:
FREE Personalized Checks for all UOP students
who open a personal checking account
FREE Checkbook Covers with the University of the
Pacific crest for every UOP student
BANKING HOURS: daily from 10 'til 3, and, as usual we're
open 'til 6 on Fridays.

FRED GUSMAN, our sport shirt expert,

Where it's at-UCB is in Weberstown Mall Shopping
Center, just north of the University of
the Pacific, at 4950 Pacific Avenue.

has this to say,

"The Pendleton Button-Down
is a virgin wool classic with such details
as hanger loop, tapered body and sleeves,
and box pleat. And as always, the patterns
are strictly beautiful."

u•
1 The bankers
UNITED CALIFORNIA BANK [C

1400

who do a little more for you

Long Sleeves . . 17.00
4®Tk DOWNTOWN: Thursday
NORTH: Mon.&Thurs.

[SUBSCRIPTION BLANK]
NAME
ADDRESS
c'ty

street
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PACIFICAN For the rest of the year.
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More than $5.00 will brin9 you an even

We hope you enjoy Homecoming, and we hope this issue will add to that enjoyment.

Pacifican Staff and Advertisers
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"One of the Benefits of a college
education to to show ... Its Little Avail."
-RALPH WALDO EMERSON

- Ba Maw
Last Sunday I was sitting around contemplating my future and
[mpathizing with The Graduate. Looking into my future, I realis|d that I had two books to read, one paper to write, an oral report
give, and two midterms to study for. Looking into my past, I
law that I had two books to read, one paper to write, and this
lolumn to produce, all overdue. Putting first things first, I decided
get to work and write this column. Sermon for today: The Place
if the Intro Course in Higher Education.
It is not only an old wives' tale but also a Known Fact that the
irst two years of college are also the worst two years. To make it
•nrough a man has to have a good head on his shoulders—one
hat's both thick and hard. This is because during this time one
tust endure The Intro Course. As taught at UOP, the intro course
K taught by a teacher who is teaching the course not because of
In interest in the students, nor an interest or expertise in the sub
Tect matter, but more often, it would seem, because the professor
Js low man on the departmental seniority list and has been stuck
I vith teaching the course nobody wants. Even when these courses
I tre taught by department chairmen, they come out as a theatrical
I iroduction played by an actor who likes neither his material nor
I lis audience but must grudgingly work with both in order to fulfill
I he terms of his contract.
In all fairness, it is not exclusively the fault of the professors
I nvolved that these courses are not listed in the Top Ten of An}eri
I -a's educational turn-ons. Remember when you were deciding
I vhere to go to school? You decided to go to UOP because its cataI ogue indicated that though the course offerings might not be as
Iroad as Cal's, nor its faculty as large, the relationship between
lle small number of classes and small student body and the low
student faculty ratio indicated that you would have fairly smal
•lasses in which the prof could take something of a personal m|erest in you. Little did you know.
So you came, and what did you find? You found yourself sit
ting with nearly 200 other students in cold, draughty, poorly lit old
Jlusic C—sitting not at a desk, but on a scarred—up folding ohair.
•
There is another aspect to this business though—the teacher s
I aoint of view. You just arrived at UOP, an expert in the economic
listory of political anatomy. You came to UOP not because you
aave any great desire to live on its subsistance wages, but because
t has the reputation of an educational progressive, a small school
in the make, as it were, where there is an opportunity for much
jersonal contact with the students. Your first illusion is shattered
when you discovere that instead of pursuing your specialty, you 11
•have to teach the intro course. But that's not so bad, after all, you
are essentially a teacher, not a publishing research scho ar.
Then your second illusion is shattered when you see the class
room which doesn't even have more than a few chips of chalk
around. Then the students, that small group with whom you are
to have such personal contact, start filing in. And filing in. And fil
ing in All 183 of them. So on the first day of class you have a dis
illusioned, if not cynical, professor facing a great many disillusionid, if not despairing, students. And all too often, things deteriorate
from there.
Dismal though the situation may be, it could and should be
better. A new ecphasis should be put on the intro course, with pro
fessors hired specifically to teach it just as professors are hired to
teach various upper division specialties. More attention should be
payed to what kind of job intro professors do in making their
courses interesting and relevant to students.
Next year UOP is going to lose at least one of its three or four
good intro profs because of just an oversight. Good profs alone,
however, are not enough. The intro courses should be restructured
to provide for small seminars each week. This would, allow for stu
dent-teacher contact and for the student out of the zombie-like
trance which it is all too easy to slip into while attending many in
tro courses as they now stand.
The Danforth Commission Report, which everybody's heard
about but nobody's actually seen, promises to rectify all these prob
lems and more. Pending the coming of the apocalypse, though, it
struck me that we might undertake some of the stopgap measures
outlined above.
—FRANK STRAUSS

I

RICOCHET |

COLLEGE FACULTY BLAMED
FOR CONDITIONS LEADING TO
CAMPUS REBELLIONS

In attacking college adminis
trations are campus rebels hit
ting the wrong targets?
In the view of distinguished
editor John Fischer, the answer
is yes. He blames faculty - a
deeply entrenched 'professoriat'
- rather than college administra
tion for the death of liberal edu
cation in this country. And he
suggests that campus rebellions
are happening because liberal
arts students are just beginning
to realize that they've been had
- that they are victoms of a 20year-long academic revolution
that has benefitted faculty
members, but none else.
In a November Reader's Digest
article (Condensed from Harp
er's,) Fischer traces that revolu
tion from the end of World War
II, "when the demand for high
er education began to grow with
explosive speed."
University teachers - the only
ones who could meet the de
mand - changed virtually over
night from "humble pedagogues
to the sole purveyors of a scarce
and precious commodity."
"Like all monopolists," Fischer
writes, "they used this new
found power to enhance their
own wealth, prestige and author
ity. Today $50,000 incomes - from
salary, government and founda
tion grants, outside lectures, and
consulting fees - are not uncom
mon in academic circles." On
most campuses today it is the
faculty that decides who shall
be hired and fired, what shall
be taught, and to whom.
About the only thing teachers
don't do is teach, says Fischer.
"Today, few well-known schol
ars teach more than six hours a
week," he writes. "The routine
problems of mass higher educa
tion have fallen by default to
graduate students. What little
teaching the professors do often
is dull and ineffective. The typi
cal professor couldn't care less
about undergraduates."
Who gets hurt? Mostly the lib
eral-arts students - who are oft
en the brightest students of all.
These young people come to col
lege uncertain of career goals,
but wanting to find understanring; "and they hope to pick up
at least a smattering of it by
talking to wise, mature men;
by reading under those men's
guidance; and by observing how
such men conduct their own
lives."
The freshman drawn to a uni
versity in hopes of liberal educa
tion quickly finds it is unavail
able. "Hence, says Fitcher, "his
accusations of hypocrisy, his dis
illusionment, and his impulse to
throw bricks through classroom
windows."
Here, declares Fischer, is the
underlying - the understandable
- reason for campus rebellions.
"When undergraduates demand
'student,' they want a voice in
what is taught, so that at least
some courses will be relevant to
their lives and interests, rather
than to the graduate schools and
the research projects of the pro
fessors."
Giving them such a voice may
well be a "sensible solution" to
the campus problems that have
erupted so suddenly and violent
ly, he says.
—Reader's Digest News Release

ROOS/ATKINS

Holiday Formalwearf
Bent it all at any B/A
Rent all the best at
Roos/Atkins. All sizes. Latest
styles. Sparkling fresh.
Correct accessories too. Soon
as your plans specify "Formal"
come in and get fitted. Yes, we
sell the whole works too if
you'd rather own your own.
WEBERSTOWN

SHOPPING

jtuArrefc*

CENTER
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KILL THE REDMEN, TIGERS!!
ALPINE

MILL & LUMBER CO.
2860 North California St.
Stockton, California
Telephone HO 6-9689

harman

Fraternity Paddles

kardon

Lumber - Sash - Doors
Screens - Roofing - Plywood

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

SONY

DUAL - P.E.

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

lllclnfosh
DYNACO

ARNC.

STOMP INDIANS
100 Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver
This is the sensational Sansuifidelity® 2000, one of a new
series of Sansui Receivers that combines exciting new
styling with outstanding performance.
323 EAST MAIN STREET
465-2629
'LEGEND OF LYLAH CLARE"
with Kim Novak
-also"LOLITA"

ESQUIRE

The Sansuifidelity® 2000 is loaded with the technical and
convenience features you expect from Sansui . . . FET
Front End ... frequency response above and beyond the
audible range . . . highly sensitive AM and FM (1.8/t V)
circuitry . . . exclusive blackout dial . . . multi-speaker
selector. All this and much more for the sensational price
of only...

242 EAST MAIN
465-5765
Walt Disney's
PARENT TRAP" with Haley Mills
and
"ONLY FOR A FEW DOLLARS"
with Clint Eastwood

THE FOX

A.D.C.

"BOSTON STRANGLER"
and

STOCKTON

,8IL«C4,FIC

"GONE WITH THE WIND"
One Show Only
Doors open at 6:45, feature at 7:30
Matinee—Sat. & Sun. at 2:00, open 1:30
Prices: Lodge $2.75 - - General $2.25
WEST and HAMMER
477-4864
Now thru Nov. 21st
"WEST SIDE STORY"
Fri. & Sat. 7:22 and 12:15
Sun. thru Thurs. - Once nightly at 7:22
co-hit
"SCALP HUNTERS" at 10:33

WEST LANE

Fisher

6130 PACIFIC AVE.

"BEDAZZLED"

Call for Show Time

{oss

MARANTZ

426 EAST MAIN
466-7059

RITZ

OPEN DAILY 8:30 TO 6 P.M., THURS. TIL 9 P.M.
• STOCKTON

6543 PACIFIC
477-0291
"RACHEL, RACHEL"
with Joan Woodward
and
"SWEET NOVEMBER"
with Sandy Dennis

VILLAGE

477-0082

BLUDGEON THE INFIDELS!!
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Sigh ups for class officers end
lay. Sign ups for class officers
jan Wednesday. Sigh-ups for
lass ofleers were announced
iiesday.
Sign-up at the PSA office. Eleclons will be held Nov., 22.
NIGUT CALL
This Friday evening, KUOP-FM
•rill present Melvin Van Peebles,
I tie first American Blackman to
lirect a feature film, on "Night
|tall," a national radio telephone
all in show concerning vital is
sues.

PEACE CORPS KEP.
ON CAMPl'S
Ed Eng. a returned Peace
Corp volunteer from Columbia,
will visit Pacific the week of No
vember 18 22 to talk with stu
dents interested in joining the
Peace Corps. During the week,
show a film, and give the Peace
Corps Placement Test. He is also
interested in meeting any for
mer Peace Corpsmen on campus.
Any organization that would like
Mr. Eng to speak with them can
make arrangements by contact
ing Dean Edward Betz, Room 112
in the Administration Building.

«
S

til

u

Ivei.

'03!
Gift

EVfi.

Ill

Tiger Guide

Pew
Class Officers
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CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
Regular Price
$267.00

13" Remington-Model 24
Deluxe Standard
Nov. 15 to Dec. 20 any trade in is worth $100.00.
If you don't have one come in anyway
maybe we can find one for you

Stockton Business Machines
221 E. Minor Ave.

-

466-3786

PLAYBOX PRODUCTION
The first production of the
1988-88 season of UOP's Play box
Theatre will be "Six Characters
in Search of an Author," a
story of a torn, tormented and
divided family who Interrupt a
rehearsal in order to stage its
own drama. Written by the Ital
ian playwright Lulgi Pirandello,
the play not only airs the family
dilemmas but also reveals the
primal emotional forces that mo
tivate human beings.
This will be the first play dl
rected by Dr. 8y Kahn. the new
director of the Pacific Theatre
at UOP. Dr. Kahn assumes the
director role from DeMarcus
Brown who has retired after
serving the University for forty
four years.
The play will be presented in
the Playbox on Thursday, Fri
day. and Saturday. November
14, 15, and 16. and on Wednes
day. Thursday. Froday, and Sat
urday. November 20. 21, 22, and
23. The Playbox is located at 157
West Adams, Just off Pacific Ave.
Curtain time for all performanc
es will be 8:00 p.m. Reservations
may be made by calling 462-8676
MUMS SALE
The University of the Pacific
Spurs will be selling chrysan
themums for Homecoming Sat
urday November 16. Mum cor
sages will be sold for 75 cents at
the parade, at the parents' meet
ing, and at the game.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Frank Saunders, Ph.D. from
"Operation Hindsight" a project
of the Institute of Visual Scienc
es, San Francisco, will discuss
methods of helping the blind to
perceptively "see" through stlm
ulation of the skin, Monday, No
vember 18 at 5:15, 140 AcFac.
The Public is invited.

Saturday, November 16
Homecoming Weekend
and Parents Day
Playbox Theatre: Pirandel
lo's "Six Characters in
Search of An Author""
Delta Delta Delta Alum
nae Brunch
Sunday, November 17
Stockton Symphony
Young Artists Auditions
— Conservatory — all
day
Monday, November 18
Peace Corps visit
Tuesday, November 19
Resident Artist Series: Oa
brionl Trio — Conserva
tory Auditorium — 8:15
p.m.
Peace Corps visit
Chapel: Dr. John Bevan,
Dr. Arthur Maynard, Fa
ther Joseph O'Looney.
Janelle Relnelt and Dr.
Larry Meredith, moder
ator. Forum: "Campus
Gods on Trial"
Congressman John McFall
— classroom visitation
Wednesday, November 20
Ski Club Meeting — An
derson Lecture Hall —
8 p.m.
Peace Corps visit
Thursday, November 21
Peace Corps visit
Playbox Theatre: Plradello's "Six Characters in
Search of an Author"
Dress dinner — Steamship
Round and Ham Buffet
Miller Analogy Test — 21
Phillips Center — 7 y.m.
Friday, November 22
Peace Corps visit
James Maples — piano re
cital — Conservatory —
8:15 p.m.
Playbox Theatre: Pirandel
lo's "Six Characters in
Search of An Author"

Saturday, November 23
Football: UOP vs. Fresno
State (away)
Playbox Theatre: Pirandel
lo's "8lx Characters in
Search of an Author"
IFC PSA Train to Fresno

Levi's
HE LOVES ME

Evening Shadow...
A frothy date-time frill
from Lanz... in acetate
and nylon lace... softly
sashed at the waist...
in midnight black. Sizes
5-15. $16.

CAMPUS
LANE

Rugged stretch
denim gives you
built-in comfort.
Trim, masculine
Levi's styling gives
you the look you
want —the Levi's
look.
$6.98
Sin

MEMBER AMERICAN
OEM SOCIETY

The answer is "Yes3* And now
you're going to shop for your diamond—
together. That's why we're here—to
help you. We're momben of the
American Gem Society —your assurance
that in our wide selection you will
discover only fine diamonds, scientifically
priced. We respect your budget
problems, too. Come in and see us.

77

to 36

TROGLIA'S
DEPT. STORE
920 N. Yosemite St.
2161 E. Main St.

414 W#b«fifown Moll

BORELLI JEWELERS
2015 PACIFIC AVENUE

PHONE 462-2443

November 15 „
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Stockton's Largest
Stock of Florsheim
Shoes for Men
ONE LOCATIONDOWNTOWN ONLY

Also featuring these
other fine name
brands in men's shoes
WINTHROP SHOES
CHIEF WALKER SHOES
VERDE ITALIAN SHOES
PLYMOUTH SHOES
BATES FLOATERS
EVANS CASUALS
EVANS SLIPPERS
HUSH PUPPIES FOR MEN
SPALDING SADDLE OXFORDS
CLARKS DESERT BOOTS
RED WING WORK SHOES
FREEMAN WELLINGTON
BOOTS
We stock over 300 different
styles and colors in famous
brands of men's fine dress
and casual shoes

JEFFERY
U 11IJC
218 E. MAIN STREET
Directly across from the
court house

OPEN DAILY
9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
OPEN THURSDAYS
UNTIL 9 P.M.
BANKAMERICARD—
MASTER CHARGE

We Validate Your
Parking Tickets

Bank of America
NATIONALTRUBTAND SAVINGS'ASSOCIATION • MEMBER FEDERAL OEFOS.T INSURANCE CORPORATION

jBIENVENIDOS ALUMNOS!

SANTIAGO'S
COCINA MEXICANA
In The Romantic Colonial Atmosphere of Old Mexico
TELEPHONE 478-6444

6103 N. El Dorado
HAIR

STYLING

APPOINTMENTS
477-4283

The Pacifican
A Publication of the Pacific Student Association — University of the Pacific
Office—North Hall—Phone 464-8742 or 464-8743
Published on Wednesday and Friday of every five-day academic week during the college fc**

Serving Authentic Mexican Cusine

222 LINCOLN CENTER

Mayfair Barber Shop

Support
The
Pacifican's
Advertisers

STOCKTON

the'Aa nf
?las,s0™ttcr October 24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stockton, California
Newsoaner P.IKNCKA
~~ Member of California Intercollegiate Press Association, Cali^rV.
National Fdnrarinn e1rs.^ssoc.1?'C1°n. and Associated Collegiate Press. Represented Nationally
national Educational Advertising Services, 18 East 50th Street, New York, N. Y. 10022.
.
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Entertainment Editor
Mark Fu'
55
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Advertisers Know Saturday
*!£r
HAPPY HOMECOMING
THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO A

FREE

CAR
WASH

'Your friend for life" Ralph Ohanesian
He's an easy person to talk with.
And what he can tell you about policies
specially designed for seniors and grad
uate students is worth listening to. It
can make a lot of difference in your
future. Talk with him when he calls.
There's never any obligation.

WITH ANY FILL OF GAS AT

SHELL

'haughnessy
CARWASH

GAS

WE
HONOR
SHELL
CREDIT
CARDS,

W

PACIFIC & BIANCHI

Open 8 a.m.—8 p.m.—Mon.-Sat.

Southwestern
Lite
• S"VC£ 1003
666 W. Stadium Dr., #6
Phone 464-7893

"

CHARGE

8 a.m.—6 p.m. Sundays

Students' Checks Cashed With Identification
by PSA Card

(ON PACIFIC AVENUE AT BIANCHI ROAD)

J&E Riding Academy
and RESTAURANT
4470 North IJAMS Road

East on Bianchi at West Lane Road
fa
fa

WELCOME ALUMNI

Famous Woolama
Now Fully
Fashioned

Horses for Hire: $2 per Hour
Lighted arena and trails
Riding Lessons fa
Hay Rides

CHANEL

DANA

DOROTHY GRAY

HELENA RUBENSTEIN
MAX FACTOR

GUERLAIN

JACQUELINE COCHRANE

LANVIN

BONNIE BELL

FABERGE

PHONE 462-9391
Gymkhana

PRESCRIPTIONS
DRUGS
COSMETICS

EVYAN (White Shoulders)

CORDAY

Riding every other Saturday.

ELIZABETH ARDEN

EATON'S STATIONERY

The Public is Invited to Watch

REVLON

JEAN NATE

Open 8 A.M. (earlier by appointment) . . . til

ALLERCREME

CARON

8 P.M. (later by appointment)

HAWAIIAN PERFUMES by BROWNY

GO GET, EM TIGERS!!

MAX FACTOR and STEINS THEATRICAL MAKE-UP

AND WHAT A WAY TO GO, WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS WITH CHARLES TRAVEL
SERVICE, WHO HANDLE THE TRAVEL PROGRAMS
AND SERVICES FOR
Callison College to Bangalore
The Tiger Teams to Out of Town Games
The School of Pharmacy Industry Tour
As Well As Developmental and Field
Trips for various faculty and staff
members, Schools and Departments.
AMERICAN SOCIETY

Charles Travel Service

ASTA
OF TRAVEL AGENTS

200 West Harding Way, Stockton
220 West Pine Street, Lodi

L0RIJ JEFF 7
The same superlative 100%
imported lamb's wool you've
enjoyed before—with the
idded ease and fit only full
'shioning can impart. Your
"lice of luxurious colors.

368-0623

/ to go

o t

^404

N

PMtH7K

Stockton, California
MEN S CLOTHIER

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
2105 Pacific Avenue
Phone 464-7669

COMPLETE DINNERS, ITALIAN DELICATESSEN
PIZZA, SANDWICHES, BEVERAGES
Open Sundays—Dinners 10:30 a.m. till 8:00 p.m.
Pizzas and Sandwiches 10:30 a.m. till 9:00 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 22

at Alumni House
from 8:30-12:30 and 1:30-4:30
$1—undergraduates

Homecoming

Foods °f Italy i
fmniKj stye coHnnj

yS

Thursday, Nov. 21

Happy

Urotyeft It&lian dinners — pirn*

466-0911

Get Your Pictures Taken For the Yearbook

Free Delivery

Phone 466-8901

$2—seniors

VICTORY - U.0.P.

November 15,

THE PACIFICAN

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL BENGALS!
Delta Pontiac

HAPPY HOMECOMING FROM LOU SPIRO

YOUR

VOLUME DEALER

7OQ00

"ACCLAIMED THE FINEST BY THOSE WHO KNOW"
FOR FINE ITALIAN-AMERICAN FOODS

A # M DOWN
PLUS TAX AND LICENSE
AND YOUR GOOD CREDIT

FEATURING THE WORLD S FINEST PIZZA
Visit Our Two Locations:
121 EAST FREMONT — OPPOSITE CITY HALL
LINCOLN CENTER — OPPOSITE PAYLESS

Banquet Room Available to 250 People
"A Place Where Good Friends Meet

ON ANY NEW
'69 PONTIAC

TYPEWRITER RENTALS

oo©
'61 KACS-60

1969 GTO HARDTOP COUPE

ADDING MACHINES

Delta Pontiac Inc.

7.S0 pw month or lots on
long-form lonso or purchase.

.1

Rent to try—
before you buy

SanQoaquin

464-9461

847 N. EL DORADO

* BUSINESS MACHINES
flelh

BEAT STANFORD
D r o w n - m a h i n , inc.
Downto wn Stockton
rfc

Downtown Manteca

lorii

Pacific Avenue
& Weberstown Mall

Have you joined
our Student
IBonus Club?
Ask for information
in any of our
five stores

HAVE YOU SEEN THE LATEST?
Our new "Enchantra" rings fit together to stay beautifully in place.
Isn't this the kind of wedding set she deserves?
Marquise set, $495. Pear cut set, $495. Unusual design with
four Marquise diamonds, one brilliant, $420.
Brilliant set, $250. Emerald cut set, $250.
CONVENIENT TERMS

GRANAT BROS
JEWELERS SINCE 1905

WEBERSTOWN MALL • STOCKTON

Open evenings, Monday through Friday

The Ranch Lodge
Cocktails

Fine Food
PIANO BAR

8900 THORNTON ROAD

STOCKTON

GET
ONE,
TIGERS!

